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<td>The complexity of handling tax evasion in Indonesia cannot be separated from the criminal law system adopted by Indonesia is monoistic, which is identical with the adage “actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea”. Based on normative juridical studies, two conclusions are drawn. First, the criminal provisions in the field of taxation in Indonesia, which still considers a combination of actus reus and mens rea, have ignored justice and the principle of equality before the law, considering that the actual beneficiaries cannot be convicted and their tax criminal liability is not focused on preventing losses to state revenue. Second, the ideal legal concept in criminal provisions in the field of taxation in Indonesia is to regulate criminal offenses that do not require mens rea against one or more elements of actus reus in the field of taxation. One of them regulates strict liability and other tax criminal liability that does not only rely on monoistic liability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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A. INTRODUCTION

Tax evasion often involves fundamental forms of behaviour that are more complex than other forms of criminal acts.¹ One of them is the handling of criminal offences in the field of taxation in Indonesia, which basically always requires the existence of mens rea. This can be seen from the handling of criminal offences in the field of taxation in Indonesia, which is required to look for mens rea, or “guilty mind,” to punish someone for their criminal acts,² as traditional crimes are always oriented towards the enactment of the principle of legality based on Article 1 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code (KUHP) which stipulates that an act cannot be punished, unless it has been regulated in the provisions of criminal legislation that have been in force, and as tax

collection must be based on the mandate of Article 23A of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia which stipulates that tax collection must be carried out based on law. This is also confirmed by Moeljatno who argues that the Indonesian criminal law system is monoistic, which combines criminal acts with criminal responsibility. That is, a mistake must be considered two things in addition to committing a criminal act, namely the existence of a certain psychological, mental state and a certain relationship between that mental state and the act committed, so as to cause reproach. It is recognised that it is difficult to understand how the tax system works when taxpayers comply with the law and even more difficult to understand how it works when tax fraud occurs.

This difficulty has been studied in much of the literature. Green argues that the complexity of the actions underlying tax evasion is seen in the event that one tries to assess its adverse impact, which is difficult to identify and difficult to identify victims and losses, just as the difficulty of dealing with white collar crimes tends to be more "morally ambiguous", such as bribery, obstruction of justice, perjury, and insider trading. Yoserwan criticised the opinion among investigators and prosecutors that corporations cannot be held criminally liable for corporate taxpayers or the reluctance of investigators and prosecutors to handle corporations for tax crimes, due to the difficulty of finding the mens rea of a legal entity even though there are several theories on corporate liability and there have been two court decisions on corporate tax crimes as well as the existence of the Attorney General's Regulation and the Supreme Court Circular Letter. The adage "actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea" or "an act does not make a person guilty unless his mind is also guilty" was strongly opposed by Thomas Aquinas because it is very difficult to apply. Aquinas did not believe that mere mortals can determine whether a person has a guilty mind, as only God is authorised to judge the movement of desire in the heart.

The existence of pros and cons in terms of mens rea is the background of this study, so it is necessary and urgent to answer two existing problems. First, how is the applicable regulation of mens rea of a tax criminal offence in Indonesia. Second, what is the ideal legal concept of mens rea of a criminal offence in the field of taxation in Indonesia.

B. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

5 Stuart P. Green, Loc. cit.
6 Ibid., p. 222.
1. Mens Rea Literature Review

Conventionally, mens rea is a means of linking guilt and suitability to impose punishment and criminal penalties, so conceptually it is part of the crime intended to stigmatise and punish criminals.\(^9\) This is in line with Hanafi’s thinking, which states that the doctrine of mens rea classically refers to every case of violation of the law in a person’s inherent evil will, so that the act is considered a sin.\(^10\)

Although mens rea has traditionally been characterised as criminal intent and that characterisation can be confusing as it does not fit the usual definition of the word "intent", understanding the traditional understanding of mens rea is useful because it has influenced the evolution of the concept and because the distinction between general and specific intent has implications in certain areas of law and legislation.\(^11\) The most basic form of intent is called general intent, which is simply the voluntary intention to perform the bodily movement that is the physical element of the crime. The physical act is done voluntarily without any external physical coercion. General intent is usually a requirement in every crime. The underlying assumption is that humans desire the natural and probable consequences of their voluntary actions and can therefore be held criminally responsible for those voluntary actions. To prove general intent, the prosecution does not need to prove that an individual intended to break a particular law, or intended to cause a particular harm or result. What must be shown is that the individual performed the physical act voluntarily and not by accident or mistake. Specific intent goes beyond voluntary physical behaviour and requires an individual to have the intention to do something prohibited by law. Today, a specific intent crime usually refers to the defendant’s intention to commit further acts or achieve additional consequences.\(^12\) An example is robbery, where the standard formulation of the offence is to enter a dwelling by force without permission. If this is done with the intention to commit a crime inside, then it is robbery. The intention to commit a further criminal offence is a specific element of intent required in the criminal offence of robbery. Law enforcement must prove that a person had a specific purpose or intention when committing the prohibited act. Another example of a specific intent crime is theft. Most theft laws require that the suspect took the property with the specific intent to permanently deprive the rightful owner of the property. A person is not guilty of theft if he or she genuinely intends to return an item or does not realise that the item belongs to someone else. Thus, in the case of theft, law enforcement must prove not only the physical taking, but also that the property was taken with the specific intent to permanently deprive the owner of the property.\(^13\)

There has been a lot of literature, thoughts and ideas that discuss or conclude about mens rea. Finkelstein explains the notion of mens rea in economic terms based on the following two considerations. First, it is the only systematic and detailed attempt to explain the difference between intentional and unintentional harm in economic terms. Secondly, although there are economists who may wish to reject most
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of the details, economic analyses essentially share the same basic premise in general.\textsuperscript{14} Finkelstein asserts that insofar as the criminal category is properly limited by the notion of mens rea, the distinctive nature of criminal liability, as compared to civil, cannot be accounted for in economic terms.\textsuperscript{15} The reductionist view of personal responsibility as valuable only insofar as the concepts contribute to the more remote and fundamental value of the concepts is undermined by the irreducibility of the basic requirement of mens rea.\textsuperscript{16} Hampton presents four elements as necessary conditions of the culpable mind, namely:\textsuperscript{17}

```
1. Making the decision to choose the action. 2. Choosing it in the knowledge that the action is forbidden by a command. 3. Choosing it in the knowledge that the action is forbidden by a command that is applicable to oneself and authoritative in this situation (i.e., it gives one the best possible reason to act in the situation). 4. Having both the capacity to make choices and the capacity to have knowledge of authoritative commands```

Then in relation to moral culpability and mens rea, Gardner and Jung argued that one of the difficulties in directly transplanting moral culpability distinctions into law is due to the relative specificity of criminal offences.\textsuperscript{18} In principle, the mens rea of an offender must be linked to a specific description of what he did, namely a description that prohibits his actions as criminal offences. The intention that constitutes mens rea, like other mental states, which are description-relative in nature has the property of 'intentionality'. But the individualisation of intention and other mental states, the isolation of the particular description underlying what a person does whether intended or foreseen or known or whatever, will often be very difficult. This is particularly the case with intentions without specific features, which are clearly identified as means or ends as opposed to side effects.

2. The Mens Rea of Tax Crime in Prevailing Tax Law in Indonesia and Its Legal Comparisons

Tax criminal provisions in the form of negligence, intentionality, attempt, and repetition are formulated in Law Number 6 of 1983 concerning General Provisions and Tax Procedures as amended several times most recently by Law Number 6 of 2023 concerning Stipulation of Government Regulation in Lieu of Law Number 2 of 2022 concerning Job Creation into Law (KUP Law), Law Number 12 of 1985 on Land and Building Tax as amended by Law Number 12 of 1994 (PBB Law), Law Number 10 of 2020 on Stamp Duty (BM Law), and Law Number 19 of 1997 on Tax Collection by Force as amended by Law Number 19 of 2000 (PPSP Law). In essence, the investigation of criminal acts in the field of taxation does not only aim to punish and deter the perpetrators, but mainly aims to recover losses in state revenue suffered by
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the state, as the offenses that contain the element of loss are regulated in Article 38, Article 39, Article 39A, and Article 43 paragraph (1) of the KUP Law.\(^{19}\)

The formulations of criminal offenses in the field of taxation show that criminal offenses in the field of taxation really require mens rea, so it is very difficult to ensnare the perpetrators who receive benefits for the occurrence of a criminal offense in the field of taxation committed by others. In fact, the position of responsibility in terms of taxation provisions in Indonesia is identical to the fulfillment of tax rights and obligations whose mention is adjusted to the relevant laws and regulations. Although the Criminal Code (KUHP) and KUP Law have not regulated the position of mens rea, the understanding of mens rea in criminal offenses committed by corporations can use the formulation contained in Article 48 and Article 49 of Law Number 1 Year 2023 on the Criminal Code (KUHP Law). Article 48 of the Criminal Code Law stipulates that a criminal offense by a corporation can be accounted for, if it is included in the scope of business or activities as specified in the articles of association or other provisions applicable to the corporation, unlawfully benefits the corporation, is accepted as corporate policy, the corporation does not take the necessary steps to prevent, prevent greater impact and ensure compliance with applicable legal provisions to avoid the occurrence of a criminal offense, and/or the corporation allows a criminal offense to occur. Furthermore, Article 49 of the Criminal Code Law confirms that the responsibility for criminal offense by corporation as referred to in Article 48 of the Criminal Code Law shall be imposed on the corporation, the management who has functional position, the commanders, the controllers, and/or the beneficial owners of the corporation.

3. Reconstruction of Mens Rea of Tax Crime in Indonesia

Indonesia’s monoistic criminal law system makes it very difficult to handle criminal offenses in the field of taxation in Indonesia, given the "diversity, gaps, and confusion" of the necessary but elusive "mental elements".\(^{20}\) Leavens asserts that traditional mens rea, which is part of common law crimes and its fault-oriented function, is unable to reach the handling of regulatory crimes, considering that the different role of mens rea between regulatory crimes compared to traditional crimes will cause the imposition of mens rea to only produce unclear to incoherent jurisprudence or interpretation.\(^{21}\)

The necessity to include mens rea in proving criminal offenses in the field of taxation in Indonesia shows that there are at least two major weaknesses in criminalization in the field of taxation, namely the failure to understand the tripartite meaning (in the form of the existence of three independently significant principles of criminal responsibility in the form of proscription, conformity, and function principles of just punishment) behind the concept of mens rea, and the failure to appreciate the relationship between the concept of criminal responsibility and the concept of due process.\(^{22}\) One of the impacts is the failure of the tax criminal regime to understand the criteria in the standards of responsibility objectively to be imposed on the law in the


legal process that occurs. This is in line with Romli Atmasasmita’s thoughts with Jerome Hall. Atmasasmita who asserts that "mens rea" in a casuistic manner does not need to be proven against offenses that include "welfare offences" or "regulatory offences" which carry a light penalty, because the existence of "mens rea" will hamper the objectives of the applicable legislation. While Hall, who criticized the meaning of the mens rea doctrine according to Lord Denning which still emphasizes the principle of guilt on the perpetrator of the crime, expressly emphasizes mens rea on morally prohibited acts by law.

These failures have ignored the principle of equality before the law that has been guaranteed in the Indonesian Constitution and the General Elucidation of the Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP). Article 27 paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution has formulated that "all citizens shall be equal before the law and government and shall uphold the law and government with no exception", Article 28D paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution has formulated that "every person shall be entitled to recognition, guarantees, protection and certainty of a just law and equal treatment before the law", and Point 3a of the General Elucidation of the Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP) has explained "equal treatment of every person before the law with no distinction in treatment". Obviously, the principle of equality before the law shows that every citizen, both ordinary citizens and officials, must receive the same treatment in the substance of criminal law (criminal law rules, which are prohibited or required, which have been regulated in law as prohibited acts) and procedurally (procedural law).

The neglect of the principle of equality before the law in a monoistic criminal law system can be seen from several critical questions, such as "can the absence of mens rea be said not to involve some fault of the parties to the offense?", "does the eventual acceptability of the criminal law depend on the extent to which its principles achieve just results?", and "do the offenses contained in the variety of crimes in the modern technological era that are not viewed by society (or at least not by a large part of society) as containing elements of "immorality" include "wrong" in terms of morality or wrong based on the concept of "reproach" which is a fundamental feature of the normative concept of mens rea?". In fact, the onset of criminal liability is usually explained as dependent on choice, where the notion of choice lies at the root of "intention" and "recklessness", the minimum content of which is awareness of the risk of prohibited consequences accompanying the violated act. The positivistic trend in tax law thinking in Indonesia suggests the need to challenge the normative concept of
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mens rea alone.\textsuperscript{32} Mens rea is not the whole story of fault, although liability for mens rea violations quite often occurs even in the absence of moral culpability.\textsuperscript{33} One example is Director X who signed the VAT Periodic Tax Return (SPT) made by Staff Y, even though Director X did not know that the SPT contained tax invoice credits that were not based on actual transactions in violation of Article 39A of the KUP Law. Of course, the beneficiary of the violation of Article 39A of the KUP Law alleged or charged to Director X is Staff Y who apparently purchased tax invoices but reported to the company as if they had made correct transactions. Another example is Director X who signed the Annual Corporate Income Tax Return with incorrect contents or information, as in violation of Article 39 paragraph (1) letter d of the KUP Law. The filling of the Annual Income Tax Return is based on bookkeeping centered on the parent company (holding company) located abroad. Of course, the beneficiaries of the violation of Article 39 paragraph (1) letter d of the UU KUP alleged or charged to Director X are shareholders or holding companies registered abroad. These examples show that the mens rea attached to Director X has ignored justice and the principle of equality before the law, because the actual beneficiaries cannot be proven based on the mens rea mechanism.

Then, in the event that there are great difficulties in treating the company as a suspect or defendant in the traditional criminal concept with the argument of the absence of mens rea of a legal entity, the handling of the criminal offense can be done by treating Article 48 and Article 49 of the Criminal Code Law. In addition, it is necessary to regulate special provisions on the criminalization of taxpayers by adopting certain ideas contained in the Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007 in the UK. One of the provisions of the Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007 regulates the offense of corporate manslaughter, namely “An organisation to which this section applies is guilty of an offence if the way in which its activities are managed or organised - (a) causes a person's death, and (b) amounts to a gross breach of a relevant duty of care owed by the organisation to the deceased”\textsuperscript{34}

The provisions contained in the tax law in Indonesia show that there are still many crimes in it that do not require mens rea, where it is very necessary to regulate criminal liability that focuses on preventing certain losses from occurring rather than having to impose moral guilt.\textsuperscript{35}

One form of liability is strict liability, which is used to refer to criminal offenses that do not require mens rea for one or more elements of \textit{actus reus}.\textsuperscript{36} One of the justifications for strict liability is to protect the general public. All the state needs to do to establish a case is prove that the suspect or defendant acted in a certain way, where the defendant or suspect knew certain facts making the case more complicated.\textsuperscript{37} The application of strict criminal liability in criminal offenses in the field of taxation lies in its criteria related to public welfare activities,\textsuperscript{38} risk assessment that is highly
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dependent on information, and the effectiveness of its regulation as mala prohibita so that it is not necessary to prove mens rea because it can hamper the purpose of the legislation itself.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, in terms of corporate criminal offenses, there is a theory of vicarious liability that unites the mens rea of people who have employment relationships or other relationships other than worker relationships as corporate mens rea.\textsuperscript{40} This theory is reinforced by the culture model and aggregation model which embodies The Collective Mens Rea Standard, namely mens rea taken from the knowledge of employees in a corporation at large.\textsuperscript{41} The culture model sees that a corporation can be held liable if the criminal offense committed is from the company’s daily culture, while the aggregation model looks more at the fault in a balanced manner from the entire business process of the corporation before it can be held liable to the corporation.\textsuperscript{42}

\section*{C. CONCLUSION}

This study resulted in two conclusions. First, criminal provisions in the field of taxation in Indonesia still adhere to a monoistic criminal law system, which always combines actus reus and mens rea in handling tax crimes. This ignores justice and the principle of equality before the law, considering that the actual beneficiaries cannot be convicted and their tax criminal liability does not focus on preventing losses to state revenue. Second, the ideal legal concept of mens rea of a criminal offense in the field of taxation in Indonesia is to regulate criminal offenses that do not require mens rea against one or more elements of actus reus in the field of taxation. One example is by regulating strict liability and vicarious liability that does not only rely on monoistic liability. The regulation of the two liabilities in the tax law is expected to assist in assessing mens rea in criminal acts in the field of taxation in Indonesia.
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